Abstract. Along with the development of the computer technology and the optimization Algorithm, the study of shipboard antennas placement has come into optimization era. To the author's knowledge nobody has used SAGA (Simulated Annealing Genetic Algorithm) to optimize the placement of shipboard antennas. This thesis configures the parameters of SAGA. Utilizing the antenna performance parameters calculated by MLFMA (Multilevel fast multiple algorithm) in ANSYS to SAGA, achieved the placement optimization of shipboard antennas.
Introduction
The placement of shipboard antennas affects the electromagnetic compatibility of the whole system. To keep the electromagnetic compatibility of the system we must study the placement of the antenna, to harmonize the tactical target of the whole system. Optimizing the placement of shipboard antennas aims at maximizing the communication capability of shipboard antennas, and minimize the electromagnetic radiation on human body and the electromagnetic interference between the antennas or the equipments. After physical and numerical method, the antennas placement study came into optimizing simulation era. Shipboard antennas placement optimization is a complex nonlinear and multiple constrained problem. Reference [1] , in 2005 EMC(Electromagnetic Compatibility) Nation Key Library optimized shipboard antennas placement based on GA. But if the setting of parameters or the evolutionary strategy is not very felicitous, the Algorithm will always converges to local optimization result. Since the GA has its imminent limitations and the SA (Simulated Annealing Algorithm) has the advantages in some aspects, these two algorithms are combined together to achieve the perfection.
Recent years, SAGA has been used very abroad, such as logistic, pipe network and structure optimization. In this study, we use SAGA to optimize the placement of shipboard antennas.
Simulated Annealing Genetic Algorithm
The object of GA is the natural number coding chromosome based on antenna positions. This characteristic of GA made the algorithm have better whole search capability when optimizing the placement of antennas. The SA accepts new results according to annealing principle in the process of search. This characteristic improves the efficiency of SA, and avoids the algorithm convergence to partial results. Integrate GA and SA to form SAGA. Set target function to be interior energy. Set control parameter to be temperature t . Starts from initialize result i and initialize control parameter t , to reiterate iterative the results. The control parameter will be attenuated in the process, until the algorithm end, as in reference [2] . The flow chart of the algorithm is showed in Figure 1 . 
The Optimize Model for Shipboard Antennas Placement
The shipboard antenna optimization is a multi-target problem, as in reference [3] and [4] . We can describe the problem as that, to seek a variable which can fulfil all constrains. The variable should also make the vector which formed by sub-target functions to be optimization. However the sub-target functions are always conflict each other. It is impossible to make all the sub-target function to be optimization simultaneity. We should split the difference to make each sub-target function to be optimization the whole way. So optimize here means to make each sub-target function which formed the target function to fulfil the request of the designer.
Set the position parameter i c to be the optimize variable, Analyze the optimization parameter and relatively standards to form shipboard antennas placement optimization target function and the constrain model. Target function expresses the relationship between antenna positions and technology parameters. The Target function is used to evaluate the antennas placement scheme is good or full. Constrain model is used to exclude the schemes which dissatisfy the standards. The process is carried out by the whole region search of the SA. So we can always gain optimization antennas placement schemes.
Here define the target function '  1  2  3  1, 1  1  1   ,  , , , , , , , , , , , , . The target of shipboard antennas placement optimization is to optimize the placement of the six antennas. In order to improve the isolation, pattern distortion and near field radiation intensity of the antenna system.
Placement Optimization of Shipboard Antennas Based on Saga
The optimization process of antennas is a process of reiterate iterative. Use the antennas placement schemes random selected as the optimize initialize colony. Then optimize the antennas placement schemes included in the initialize colony based on GA, and use the result colony as the initialize colony of SAGA. And then import the result antennas placement schemes optimized based on SAGA into ANSYS to calculate the antenna capability parameters. Calculate the adaptability function value of each antennas placement scheme, based which to evaluate the antennas placement schemes. Estimate the last cycle rule of the function. If the rule is fulfilled, export the optimum antennas placement scheme. If the rule is not fulfilled, optimize the schemes based on SAGA again. Reiterate this process to find the antennas placement schemes which has better adaptability, till gain the optimum antennas placement scheme. Table 1 . We just optimized x coordinate and y coordinate, z coordinate which is fixedness. It is obvious that the positions of antennas gained by SAGA are closer to the position gained by physical model than the position gained by GA. We can see that SAGA is applicable to the optimization of shipboard antennas placement. This is a new way for optimization of shipboard antennas placement except GA.
Results and Discussion
Calculate the capability parameters of each antennas placement scheme based on MLFMA, to evaluate the suitability of SAGA in optimization of antennas placement. Contrast the isolation of antenna pair # # 6 9
and , result is showed in Figure 3 . The unit of isolation is dB. As showing in Figure 3 , the isolation of antennas placement schemes gained by optimization algorithm are better than the scheme gained by physical model. Compared to GA, SAGA has better antennas placement scheme. Because in this scheme the isolation of antennas is better than the other schemes, expect individually frequency point. Our data suggest that SAGA has commendably applicability in the placement optimization of shipboard antennas. But we should take notice of setting parameters. Otherwise may affect the efficiency and capability of SAGA. Hence forth, we can do farther reach about parameter-setting to improve the optimization result.
